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Tag Clouds
Synonyms
Tagclouds, Keyword Clouds, Term Clouds

Glossary
Resource: Any kind of web content, e.g. documents, hyperlinks, images or videos,
that is uniquely addressable.
Tag: A short string, term or word that describes an online resource and that is applied
by a person.
Word Cloud: A visualization method that shows the top N most frequent words of
a text document.
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Definition
A Tag Cloud is a visualization method that summarizes a set of tags related to a certain
resource or a set of resources in a visually appealing manner. Contrary to a word cloud,
the tags in the tag cloud are generated by people and refer to resources through links.
Usually, a tag cloud shows the top most N tags of one particular online resource, a
set of resources or the resources of the whole system. A very basic and at the same
time very popular approach for tag clouds calculation is an algorithm that sorts the
tags by alphabet and indicates the importance of each tag by font size (see Figure
1). However, today a large variety of tag cloud calculation algorithms exist. Some of
them display tags in different colors, some of them cluster tags into categories (see for
example Figure 3) or according to their semantic meaning, while others manipulate
the font, the intensity of the tags or simply display the tags as a list [1; 4].

Fig. 1. An example of a tag cloud – in this case Amazon’s global tag cloud – showing the most
popular tags of the system sorted by alphabet and boosted in font size according to their importance.
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Historical Background
A first well-known use of tag clouds in an online information system was in the photo
sharing system Flickr which integrated tag clouds as method to visualize the tags
of images on a large-scale in 2004 [6]. Tag clouds were also popularized around the
same time by the online bookmarking site Delicious and Technorati [6]. Today, many
popular online platforms utilize tag clouds on a global or local basis to either visualize
the tags of the whole system or of a particular resource and to support the users in
their information seeking process.

Key Applications
In today’s online information systems, a key application for tag clouds is content summarization of one particular or multiple resources to serve as a visually appealing tool
to support the user in her information seeking process. If used as a tool for navigation, a tag in the tag cloud refers to a list of resources that is usually sorted by date,
alphabet or similarity [3]. Prominent examples of online systems utilizing tag clouds
as a navigational tool include for instance LastFM, Delicious or Flickr (see Figure
2). An application utilizing tag clouds for search result summarization is the Yahoo!
TagExplorer [7], providing the user with the possibility to search Flickr photos with a
so-called faceted tag cloud (see Figure 3).

Usefulness of Tags Clouds
Due to their visually appealing appearance, tag clouds gained tremendously in popularity over the past few year, mostly serving as a tool for better information access
in information systems. Interestingly, while most of the research on tag clouds was
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Fig. 2. An example of how tag clouds are used in Flickr as a navigational tool to browse from one
resource to another.

devoted to the development of better visualization algorithms, the usefulness of tag
clouds for “efficient” information access remained unexplored for a long time [8; 10].
One of the early research papers evaluating the usefulness of tag clouds for
information access was a study by Halvey and Keane in 2007. In their work [2], they
performed a user study with 62 users to investigate six different and popular tag cloud
calculation algorithms compared to an alphabetically sorted list. For evaluation, they
used a selection task where users had to find a randomly chosen item. They found that
tag clouds providing both – alphabetization and font size – aid users to select items
more easily and quickly than other approaches.
Another important work investigating the usefulness of tag clouds for search result summarization was a study by Kuo et al. In their work [5], they analyzed the utility
of tag clouds for the summarization of search results from queries over a biomedical
literature database. A user-study showed that “the tag cloud interface is advantageous
in presenting descriptive information and in reducing user frustration” compared to a
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standard layout. However, Kuo et al. also observed that “it is less effective at the task
of enabling users to discover relations between concepts”.
Another work in this context and the first study investigating tag clouds for the
task of navigation is a study by Helic et. al. In their work [3] the authors modeled tag
clouds as a directed bipartite network and showed on a network-theoretic level that tag
clouds spawn networks which are in general efficiently navigable. However, taking user
interface decisions such as “pagination” combined with reverse-chronological listing
of resources into account the authors demonstrated that tag clouds are significantly
impaired in their potential as a useful tool for navigation.

Fig. 3. Yahoo! Tag Explorer as an example of an online system utilizing so-called faceted tag clouds
for search result summarization.
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Future Directions
Although tag clouds are widely used today and research has shown their usefulness for
instance for search result summarizations or selection tasks, research in this area is still
inconclusive. Especially studies on cognitive or navigational aspects of tag clouds are in
early stages. While recent work [9] shows that it is possible to produce efficiently navigable tag clouds from a network-theoretic perspective, it still remains unclear to what
extent tag clouds aid users in cognitive processing and/or navigation of information.

Cross-References
Folksonomies
Analysis and Mining of Tags, (Micro-)Blogs, and Virtual Communities
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